
HS22-SHOT-KIT  $1,495    

HS17-SHOT-KIT  $   895

HS07-SHOT-KIT  $   795

HS22-SHOT-NVK  $1,695

HS17-SHOT-NVK  $1,095

HS22-SHOT-AEP  $1,745

HS17-SHOT-AEP  $1,145

Hawkeye® Borescopes find defects 
in chambering, rifling, and abnormali-
ties in new bores as well as erosion,
fouling, and pitting in used firearms.
The KITS include a Hawkeye
Borescope with enhanced optics, a
mirror tube for inspecting lands and
grooves, leades, and chambers, a
cleaning kit, and a light source in a
lockable metal carrying case with die
cut foam.

The AEP versions add an angled eye-
piece that facilitates viewing in a bolt
action rifle that is mounted in a stock.

The NVK version adds a high powered
rechargeable light source and charger
for shooters who want a very bright
image or those who wish to view
bores without a mirror tube, at zero
degrees.

The GUNSMITH KIT contains a 17”
Hawkeye for rifle bores and a 7” 
Hawkeye for chambers, mirror tubes,
light sources, cleaning kit, in a 
lockable metal carrying case.

GUNSMITH KIT $1,595



The AFB  (Adjustable Focus Box) 
version of the Shooting Edition
Hawkeye contains an adjustable
focus Hawkeye Borescope with  
enhanced optics, mirror tube for 
inspecting chambers, lands and
grooves, gas ports, and crowns, 
a cleaning kit, and a light source 
in a box with foam and a laminated
box top.

The AFB (Adjustable Focus Box)
version of the Shooting Edition
GUNSMITH KIT contains a 17” 
adjustable focus Hawkeye for
rifles, a 7” adjustable focus 
Hawkeye for chambers, mirror
tubes, cleaning kit, and light 
source in a box with die-cut foam
and laminated box top.

The Luxxor Portable Video Camera
(LPC) connects to the eyecup of any
Hawkeye Borescope in seconds.  It
produces a still or moving color
video image that can be displayed
on a monitor.  The image can also
be displayed on a computer with the
addition of a VC-USB2 device.
The addition of a Hawkeye LED is
highly recommended for the 
shooting application because video
requires more light than that which
is supplied by the Mini Maglite that
comes with the Hawkeye
Borescope.

Images from the Luxxor Portable
Camera (LPC) can be captured and 
stored on a laptop or desk top 
computer.  To do so, a VC-USB2
capture device is required. 

HS22-SHOT-AFB $1,295

HS17-SHOT-AFB $   745

HS07-SHOT-AFB $   695

GUNSMITH-AFB $1,440

LUXXOR PORTABLE 
CAMERA (LPC) $1,095

VC-USB2 $435



The Portable Video Monitor 
displays live video or captured still
or video images on its built in LCD
display. It can output live video
to an external monitor, store and
download images to a computer                                                                     
and store images on its removable
SD card. (VC-USB2 is not 
required with the PVM.)

The angled eyepiece connects to
the eyecup of any Hawkeye
Borescope in seconds.  It facili-
tates viewing in a bolt action rifle
that is mounted in a tall stock.

The SuperNova rechargeable light
source has a xenon doped halogen
light that is necessary for .50 
caliber bores and above, is helpful
for shooters who wish the brightest
of images in badly fouled or deterio-
rated bores, shooters who wish to
view straight down their bores, or
with the LPC video camera.

Highly recommended for use with
the Luxxor Portable Video Camera,
the Hawkeye LED delivers a very
bright white light and offers much
longer lamp life. It operates on
standard AA batteries. Light 
intensity is variable.

PORTABLE VIDEO 
MONITOR (PVM) $1,O95

ANGLED EYEPIECE $275

SUPER NOVA LIGHT $225

HAWKEYE LED $135



Lockable metal carrying case with
die cut foam.  Order the PCC for
22” Hawkeye Borescopes. Order
the HCC for 17” and shorter
Hawkeyes.

THE MINI MAGLITE®

THE MIRROR TUBES SLIM
MTS 22 $195
MTS 17 $155
MTS 07 $135

LOCKABLE METAL
CARRYING CASE
PCC $195
HCC $145

The Mini Maglite light source that
is supplied with Hawkeye Shooter
Edition borescopes provides 
sufficient light to illuminate .22 
and .30 caliber bores when viewing
landsand grooves with a mirror
tube.  The light intensity can be 
adjusted.

Mirror Tubes Slim measure .188”
are replacements for those packed
in the Shooting Edition Hawkeye
Borescopes and are shipped in a
box with die cut foam.


